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Pro Tip of the Month
Have you every given much thought to what is happening and at what altitudes during the
initial Climb in a Perspective+ SR2X? Here’s a quick look at what the avionics are doing during
this all important segment of your ight.
After taking o and cleaning up your Cirrus by
raising the aps, the rst altitude where things
happen is 200’ AGL, at this altitude the landing
lights switch from being on continuously to a wing
wag pattern, the ESP (Electronic Stability
Protection) will become active, and in an SR22, the
YD (yaw damper) will automatically turn on.
The second critical altitude for an IFR pilot in a
Cirrus is 400’ AGL. At 400’ AGL, if you have armed
the Flight Director by pressing TOGA on the
throttle, and then arming either HDG or NAV for the
lateral mode and FLC for the vertical mode, the
Flight Director will automatically switch from armed
to active in those selected modes at 400’ AGL. In other words, your Flight Director will
command a turn to the selected HDG or NAV course and the FLC (Flight Level Change) will
capture the IAS that the aircraft was ying when that mode became active. This is a great
workload reducer for IFR pilots who might be transitioning from visual to instrument conditions.
The last critical altitude is our CAPS altitude which is 600’ AGL. Most of the Perspective+
aircraft will give a verbal call out at 600’ AGL but it doesn’t hurt to input the MSL CAPS altitude
in the minimums window of the PFD.
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The automation in a Cirrus is simply amazing but it does take some e ort to stay current and
pro cient with the many safety features of your Cirrus. Please make sure you spend some time
studying the di erent avionics and aircraft systems regularly to keep everything fresh in your
mind.

